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About This Game

The sequel to Inferno+, Radiangames' critically-acclaimed twin-stick action-RPG, arrives on PC at last! INFERNO 2 boasts
even more devious levels, more weapons, more upgrades and powers, more enemies, and more customization, along with more

insane explosions and particle effects.

BIGGER, BETTER, BADDER! Inferno 2 on PC is everything Radiangames fans have been waiting for:

* Play through 80+ levels of atmospheric awesomeness

* New Game+ mode adds even more replayability

* Customizable gamepad and KB/mouse controls

* 3 difficulty levels (change it up at any time)

* Dozens of enemy types

* All-new special level types and goals

* Tons of secrets to discover

* A large arsenal of upgrade-able weapons and ship powers
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* Beautiful HD graphics

* Steam Achievements
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Title: Inferno 2
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, RPG
Developer:
Radiangames
Publisher:
Radiangames
Release Date: 29 Jul, 2015

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP or greater

Processor: 1.5GHz or higher

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: 256MB

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 200 MB available space

English
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If you can find somebody to play with and take the time to learn the cards you will really enjoy this game. The game is good, the
soundtrack is AMAZING. This soundtrack was hands down my best purchase from the 2015 Winter Sale. I think it has
overtaken Electronic Super Joy as my favorite soundtrack.. Like VVVVVV adds a new twist to 2D platforming by restricting
the mechanics in an interesting way, in this case limiting control to just two buttons. Manages to be managable despite the high
difficulty because of extremly generous checkpoints. A very good game that earned it's way to being one of my favorite indie
games in recent memory.. The game needs a lot of work, from simple things like bugs and graphical glitches to large things like
story inconsistencies, proper english, a proper tutorial and a better gameplay. The fact that the last update happened on May
gives me very little hope for the future of this game. Of course, something may have happened to the Dev, and i wouldn't blame
them for it, but be aware of how regular the updates really are when buying this game by taking this in mind. With that being
said, the idea is quite interesting, and although it did remind me of "Papers, Please", It offered what i think is a fresh take in the
"Be a government employee in a Dystopian Environment\/Country" genre.

Still, i wouldn't recommend purchasing it now, not even in a sale. Perhaps a couple of updates from now i might reconsider my
opinion.. The Next Door is an easy game to review because it has no substance. It is an aberration that is desperately striving to
be abstraction. The only tangible thought one can come away with after experiencing it is just how poorly a video game can be
made. Listing the flaws of The Next Door could indeed be a game in and of itself; incredibly uncomplicated puzzles, nauseating
music that resounds in cursory loops, terribly designed and piercingly bright areas that burn out your retinae, awful player
movement and interaction, the worst optimization imaginable and it takes thirty minutes to complete, due to the harsh content
however, this is a blessing.

The Next Door will be forgotten quicker than it ends as you laugh and move onto the next game.

2\/10. From the initial view I expected something similar to Settlers III, graphic and gameplay likewise, but was let down.
The overall game is designed too slowly paced and too complicated at the same time. After planning a path for a road you need
assign a worker to every single tile. The annoying part is that they have to return to the main building before you can assign
them to another tile, giving the game the pace of a browser game like OGame or Farmerama. Basically you need to sit there and
wait for your guys to return during the first minutes of the game, not able to do anything else.
The explorer you need to locate new areas cannot be sent into unknown territory and sticks to the tiles, which slows him down
alot as well.
So overall this game bores you before it even actually started to show you some and adds way too much micro management for a
handful of buildings. Plus the english localization appears to be scrappy (missing words etc).. This game is unplayable. Great
game, great concept but virtually unplayable in it's current state. It's riddled with bugs and is paced horribly. I still recommend
buying it - when this thing is fully completed it's going to be glorious.. Cool little concept!. This game has no right to be as fun
and amazing as it is... It's only $3, takes place on a farm and random floating chunks of earth in the sky which makes no sense
why it's a farm, there a random mode where you shoot corn at each other in slow motion, and there's only three different
weapons on one map... but it's just so much fun. I just got done playing a buddy for about and hour and forty minutes and we
had a blast. Setting up a private lobby is easy.

It's not perfect though. A settings page would be amazing. We would rather use our own VOIP service like Discord\/Teamspeak
rather than the always on in-game voice (which could use a better, higher bit-rate codec). Also, a volume slider or music toggle
button would be great since the always-on-at-max-volume setup right now makes it hard to hear your teammate. Using the
SteamVR volume slider doesn't work since that also makes the VOIP quieter.

I have played Raw Data, Onward, Vanishing Realms, Google Earth VR, and so much more... and I really think this $3 game is
my favorite VR game yet. It's crazy, but true.
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I haven't played a whole lot of the "Caravan" sub-genre of shmups, but I'd venture this is probably one of the most manic among
them. The basic game is pretty pure shmup fun, with good sound and eye-pleasing explosions of color and shiny medals.
Optimal scoring probably requires memorizing the six hidden bonus item locations strewn across each of the 12 normal + ??
"Ura" levels, which (as far as I'm yet aware) cannot be revealed while using the "Grabuster/Gravastar" gimmick attack (which is
a crucial element of scoring), meaning you might also need to plan taking bullets to pre-empt its activation during its pre-
activation Baryon Laser phase (thusly cancelling warm-up by shunting Baryon Laser gauge into a shield hit) so as not to miss
these bonuses. In short, if you want to obsessively optimize scoring and routing, there's probably a lot here for you. I probably
won't dig that deep into this game, given that I can just barely clear it on 'Standard', but it's pretty neat. I'll probably be firing it
up for runs long into the future.

(I might be wrong on the Grabuster bit, since even taking a shield hit denies you a bonus at the end of the level, but maybe the
hidden items would compensate. I need to try extended hovering over hidden bonuses with it active.). Bought this under the
impression that it would help the development of the game. We all know how that went.. So ummm... I bought this product from
a bot that sells steam key...suprisingly..i made a good choices..this game is so relevant..it has only 3 Achievement to
complete....Well That Was To Easy...anyway the game is good for you if you like puzzle game... i really recommend it...Nice. 
Caster is one of those games. You know the ones - you\u2019ve got that one Steam friend who keeps buying and playing them as a
joke, even though them being on Steam in 2019 has become commonplace to the point where they constitute the bulk of all the
games ever released on the platform. That\u2019s right! It\u2019s somebody\u2019s first Unity project released as a commercial
product on the largest digital video game storefront in the world! Caster is an impressive demonstration of this particular breed of
laziness - enemies placed haphazardly around a barren, featureless landscape; the same visual and audio effects repeated ad
nauseum; and a generally slapped-together quality that pervades the entire thing. All of these contributing to what is ultimately an
impressive landmark in the history of\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665games getting released as though they are
anywhere approaching the standards for what anyone would consider acceptable even in 2009.

When I say \u2018barren\u2019, that\u2019s exactly what I mean. Every game to ever feature some sort of terrain editor has
included tools to prevent exactly what\u2019s happening in Caster, itself a game of levels made exclusively with simple terrain
tools. Thankfully, an upgradeable jumping skill allows you to Icarian Flight yourself across the entire map, eliminating exactly
100% of the challenge and purpose of playing in the first place. This was less of an issue for me than you might think, because
when I was actually playing the game how I was supposed to, I found myself using overly simplistic weapons to kill the same
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 bugs over and over again. All of these are very bad things, but the real descriptor
you should be taking away from this experience is that Caster is just nothing at all, basically. A 20-minute hack job by someone
who probably just wanted to grab some cash on the side.

Not only has Caster got so little going on that it makes Pac-Man look like a deeply challenging 4X strategy title, but it\u2019s
representative of the overall creative pit that Steam is. Caster wasn\u2019t the genesis of the practice of dumping just anything on
Steam and adding trading cards to grab a couple of dollars from a few thousand people - it\u2019s hardly notorious enough to do
something so impactful - but it\u2019s certainly a shining example of how not to make a game. Hot tip of the day: if you
don\u2019t have any ideas, don\u2019t just dump any old package of premade assets onto the store and hope to make back
whatever Steam Direct\u2019s entry fee is today. Because it may seem like you\u2019ve just earned a few dollars here and there
and it\u2019s a win-win for you, but now that you\u2019ve spewed this Steamy pile into existence you\u2019ll be inextricably
linked to it forever. You\u2019ve bricked your career in game design before it even started, and given what we\u2019re seeing
here that\u2019s undoubtedly a good thing for the rest of us.. nice really really nice. 10\/10 i dont think i've ever given a game
10\/10 before.. Come for the Zombies
Stay for the Zombie Mods. its a VERY good game
its a mix of full motion video with choice making
and has 4 parts where you go fps
long gameplay
my favorite game :)
i hope chapter 2 comes soon please :)
by the way full motion video games are when video game have video with people in it its kinda what your game has
if you guys hate this it because you have no taste in games it does not matter about grahfics idiots take the time too really play the
game you might like it

i beat the hole game in 2 hours i think ama play it again :D
the ending is sad :(
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